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Merri River
Washing directly into the sanctuary is the Merri
River. The quality of this water can directly
impact the health of the Merri Marine
Sanctuary. You can help protect the sanctuary by
keeping the Merri River healthy.
Warrnambool Harbour (Lady Bay)
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Subtidal reefs
Subtidal reefs are made up of large rocks found
underwater. Many reefs at Merri have been eroded by
wave action and provide perfect places for marine algae to
attach. Between the large beds of seaweed, Sea Sweep,
Pot-Bellied Seahorses and Giant Cuttles are often seen on
subtidal reefs in the sanctuary.
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Intertidal reefs
Intertidal reefs are rocky areas between the high and low tide
lines along the shore. Life on an intertidal reef can be tough.
Plants and animals living on these rocky structures are often
exposed to hot sun, icy wind, rain and large waves.
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At Merri Marine Sanctuary, green sea lettuce and sun-bleached
red coralline algae form a carpet of colour over the rock
platform. Limpets, sea stars and anemones are common along
the high tide line. Bull Kelp can be found along the fringes of
the intertidal reefs.
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Cuttlefish
One of the most fascinating creatures you may discover
here is the curious and charismatic Giant Cuttlefish. Large
and generally solitary, they tend to hide in caves and
amongst seaweed during the day, but if you manage to
find one, patient observation will be rewarded. The Giant
Cuttlefish is a masterful quick-change artist, able to adjust
its skin colouration in a split second to match its
surroundings.
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Ocean visitors
Bottlenose Dolphins and Australian Fur Seals are regular
visitors to Merri Marine Sanctuary. Keep an eye out for
them as you explore the shore. Draughtboard Sharks and
Southern Eagle Rays are also common.
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Merri Marine Sanctuary boundary
The Merri Marine Sanctuary includes an area below the mean high water
mark between Thunder Point in the west and Breakwater Rock in the
east. It extends from the footbridge on the Merri River to the south-west
for approximately 200 metres. The sanctuary surrounds Middle and Merri
Islands.
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Latitude and Longitude values are based on WGS84. GPS users must note that coordinates for
boundaries are given in the format degrees : minutes : decimal minutes.
Alternate formats are available on Parkweb, by calling 13 1963, or from Parks Victoria offices.
Disclaimer: Parks Victoria does not guarantee that this data is without flaw of any kind and therefore
disclaims all liability which may arise from you relying on this information.
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